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in these forces as identical with what works and strives in us as Will. For, as already a very ancient passage of the Veda (Brihad-aranyaka-upanishad 3, 7, 15) says: " Yah sarveshu bhitteshu tishthan sarvebhyo bhtitebhyo *ntaro, yam sarvdni bh&tdni na vidur, yasya sarvdni bhitt&ni fartram, yah sarvani" bMtdni antaro yamayati,—esha te dtmd, antarydmi, amritah "—" he who dwelling in all beings differs from all beings, who is not known to all beings, of whom all beings are the embodiment, who from within governs all beings,—he is thy soul, thy inner ruler, thy immortal part."
Remark.—Such passages as the above show clearly, that the Brahman of the Indians, which, as we saw, lies outside of time, space, and causality (47), which "in the sleeper remains awake, forming and working at pleasure" (comp. § 163), in which, according to other texts of the Veda, "the sun rises and sets," "on which all gods depend" (§ 176), "all worlds are founded," and which yet again " dwells in size as a thumb-breadth in the cavity of the heart,"—that this Brahman, the unity of which with the soul (brahma-dtma-aikyd) is the fundamental dogma of the Vedcinta, notwithstanding the intelligence ascribed to it (§ 154), is after all nothing else but what we call Will. This might explain what is already said in a hymn of the Rigveda (10. 129), that out of the Tad (that is Brahman) there arose through tafas (self-renunciation, turning of the Will, here to affirmation) first Kdma ("E/ocos, also according to Hesiod and Parmenides the eldest of the gods), that is affirmation, and that this became the first germ of manas^ that is of intellect (§ 84), which also according to our system is only the principle of the visibility of affirmation (§§ 117. 172. 173. 179. 180).

